
 

Vale of Glamorgan Walking Festival 2019 
 
Name of Walk:     Ridge and Valley  

Walk Details:  As this walk has the shape of a figure of eight, it comprises 
two distinct sections. There is a loop of the walk north of Peterston and 
another to the south. The one feature common to these loops is that 
they share a rough similarity in length; in all other respects they are very 
different. The northern loop is a gentle, but interesting, river valley walk 
that includes the intricate meanders of the Ely and a nearby site of 
special scientific interest (SSSI).The southern loop takes you on to a 
ridge, which, after some not too hard climbing, gives you the bonus of 
excellent views over the surrounding countryside. 

Hospitality:  The Sportsmans Rest Pub, Peterston-super-Ely 
 

OVERVIEW 
Distance / terrain: 7 miles: Fairly gentle river valley walk, then moderate 
climb towards ridge with great views over surrounding countryside. 
Stiles and kissing gates to negotiate along the route   
  

Date: Tuesday 21st May 2019 
 

Timing:  Start: 10:30am     Return approx.: 4:00pm  
 

Leaders: Andy Briscombe, Sandra Thomas (Vale of Glamorgan Council)    
 07725 827444           
 

JOINING 
Meet at:  Sportsmans Rest, Peterston-super-Ely CF5 6LH 
 

Map ref:  OS Explorer 151 Grid ref. 081761 
 
Bring: Packed lunch and drink 
 

Restrictions: Sorry no dogs 
 

TRAVEL & PARKING 
Public Transport:  Service No 320 Talbot Green - Cardiff serves 
Peterston. Service X2 Cardiff - Bridgend serves St Nicholas. For further 
details visit www.traveline.cymru 
 

Parking:  Sportsmans Rest Pub, Peterston-super-Ely  CF5 6LH    
 

Parking Fee: None 
 

http://www.traveline.cymru/
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